McWANE
U.S. Infrastructure Is Ready for 2017

For Generations

Connecting the present with the future
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A Message
From The President
G. Ruffner Page, Jr.

T

he nation is at a pivotal point in deciding what to

ties function essentially as teams. Whether you work in the

do about our infrastructure, especially water. The in-

melt department or casting at one of our foundries, or in

coming Trump Administration has said that it plans

an office in EHS/HR, accounting, or sales, we all function in

to spend $550 billion over the next decade. This presents

a connected way both within our departments and with the

great opportunities for McWane’s family of companies. Not

departments around us. How we interact with each other

just for foundries but the technology side as well, as we

daily makes a huge difference in the quality of work life

work on developing smart infrastructure. While smart in-

we enjoy.

frastructure is important, we as a team also need to work

I recently read Lt. General Michael Flynn’s book,

“smart” together in order to produce quality products

The Field of Fight. In describing interaction with the peo-

while performing our jobs safely each and every day. How

ple of Iraq and Afghanistan, he said crystal clear and accu-

do we accomplish this?

rate information and the willingness and confidence to act

First, developing a positive workplace environment is

on it quickly was one of the keys to success. Although our

critical to our performance. In study after study, industrial

operations and sales efforts do not involve the critical risks

psychologists have confirmed that employees perform

that General Flynn experienced, we can benefit from quick-

better in cultures where they are respected and commu-

er feedback and the ability to take corrective measures.

nication is civil at all times. Why is this the case? When

It can be the difference between a 2% and a 6% scrap day

we create a workplace where team members don’t have

or equipment being damaged versus adjusted. And most

to burn mental and emotional

importantly it can be the difference between a team mem-

energy worrying about

events they can’t control, they can be more creative and
focus on performing their jobs better while looking for
ways to improve.

ber getting hurt or not.
So as we start a new year that has the potential for
tremendous opportunities, let’s all take some time to in-

Studies of team performance have shown that it mat-

vest in our relationships in the plants and offices around

ters less who is on the team and more on how the team

McWane. We depend on one another to make the entire

members interact, structure their work and view their

organization function in a superior way. Our team members

contributions. At McWane, the majority of our work activi-

deserve it. More importantly, our customers deserve it.
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Special Anniversary

Celebrations for Team McWane

Manchester Tank 1946-2016

Bibby-Ste -Croix 1921-2016

ABI Foundry 1906-2016

McWane Ductile Utah 1926-2016
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MILESTONES Congratulations

On Your Incredible Legacies And
Amazing Futures!

ABI Few of us have the chance to attend a 110th birthday, but the team at AB&I Foundry did in August when more than
500 people gathered to celebrate this historic foundry’s roots in Oakland. Oakland’s Mayor and members of the city council
joined the celebration and received cast iron frying pans made from confiscated and recycled firearms. “Oakland would
not be what it is today were it not for AB&I,” said Oakland Mayor
Libby Schaaf. Schaaf proclaimed August 27 as AB&I Foundry Day
in Oakland.

BSC There are BBQ feasts, and then there are BBQ feasts like the
one to celebrate Bibby Ste-Croix’s 95 years of service—a huge milestone that brought team members, families and friends to the
local Ste-Croix foundry for a day of celebration that featured
The Foundry Men Band. How they will top this in five years
for their 100th anniversary is anyone’s guess!

MDU Not only did the team at McWane Ductile Utah celebrate the facility’s 90th anniversary this year, they also celebrated their recertification as a Voluntary Protection Program (VPP)
Star site by the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)—an honor reserved for facilities that go
above and beyond to continuously excel in workplace safety and health practices. MDU is one of only nine facilities in
the state of Utah that have been honored and certified as VPP
by OSHA. MDU has had a lot to celebrate in one year.

MTE

The relative baby of the milestone bunch,

Manchester Tank & Equipment Co. celebrated its 70th
anniversary this year. The Tennessee-based maker of low-pressure vessels, domestic and industrial
cylinders, and propane tanks, celebrated throughout
the year—and, in style, at the NPGA Southeastern
Convention & International Propane Expo, the largest
propane industry expo in the world.
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P C 2016 Pollution
2

Prevention Challenge
T

his year, 26 teams competed in the Pollution Preven-

from a record number 55 entries, well above the previous

tion Challenge (P2C) by devising innovative ways of re-

record of 44. This spirit is inspiring, and a benefit to all of us

ducing waste and pollution to benefit the environment
and our facilities’ bottom lines. These teams were selected

and all of the communities we serve. In the case of P2C, it’s
true that no matter who wins…we all win.

Congratulations To the Winners!
1st Place ($1,000 per team member): MD-Utah – Refractory Consolidation and Controls
2nd Place ($500 per team member): MD-Ohio – Reduction of Casting Trough Coating
3rd Place ($250 per team member): Kennedy Valve – Core Oven Heat Curtains

Sincere Thanks to The Judges
Kristen Belcredi Keramida
Dan Oman Haley and Aldrich
Mark Curran TRC

Creative Ideas
To encourage creative, environmentally sustainable ideas at all McWane facilities, we have
the “Why Didn’t I Think of That?” Award. This
prize honors those with innovative, simple, and
low cost solutions, producing relatively small
but important environmental benefits—
and was awarded to:

Winners ($100 per team member)
Amerex Reduction of Waste Caused by Spent Rags
MD-Utah Cupola Spout Refractory Conservation
Clow Canada D67M Elbow Casting Material Reduction

I
Why Didn’ht at?
Think Of T

P2C 2016 Participants
DIVISION PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

AB&I

Plant Lighting Upgrade

Anaco Corona

Front Office Lighting Upgrade

Amerex

Reduction of Waste Caused by Spent Rags

Amerex

Water Soluble Coolant Management:
Reduction of Spent Coolant and Fluids

Laperle

Induction Furnaces

Bibby Ste-Croix

Electricity Policy

Clow Canada

Improved Coolant Management

Clow Canada

D67M Elbow Casting Material Reduction

Clow Canada

LED Project

Clow Corona

Paint System Improvements/Base Coat Substitution

Clow Valve

Absorbent Reuse and Used Oil Recycling

Kennedy Valve

Aqueous Parts Washers

Kennedy Valve

Core Oven Heat Curtains

Kennedy Valve

LED Project

MD-New Jersey

Cement Loss Prevention on Mixer

MD-Ohio

Reduction of Casting Trough Coating

MD-Ohio

Cupola Hot Blast Electrical Savings

MD-Ohio

Recycling of Grinding Stones, Blades, and Cut Wheels

MD-Utah

Cupola Spout Refractory Conservation

MD-Utah

Grinding Stone Efficiency (Mold Repair)

MD-Utah

Refractory Consolidation and Controls

MD-Utah

Shipping Jig

McWane Poles Ohio

Protecto 401 Waste Reduction

Tyler Coupling

Filtration System for the Screw/Saddle/Housing
Parts Washers

Tyler Pipe

Substitution of Diesel Forklift for Electric Power
Driven Taylor-Dunn “Tug” Unit

Tyler Xianxian

Change from Boiler to Heat Exchanger for Heated Water
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Solberg Salute

U.S. Government Praises Solberg For
Helping Extinguish An ISIS-Set Fire

A

s U.S.-allied forces were preparing for the offen-

Solberg and its firefighting foam were. Now we know that

sive on Mosul, Iraq, ISIS terrorists set fire to a sulfur

the U.S. State Department shares our enthusiasm!

processing plant in nearby Mishraq. This toxic fire

“This effort was truly the result of interagency, interna-

released a massive, poisonous plume that was visible from

tional, and even interpersonal cooperation,” Dolliff wrote

space. The fire burned for months and threatened to delay

to Thomas Svanevik, who heads up the regional Solberg of-

the offensive, harm forces battling ISIS as well as civilian pop-

fice that lent assistance to the U.S. and its allies in the fight

ulations, and give the terrorists room to plan a counterattack.

against ISIS. “The Office of Cooperative Threat Reduction is

Thanks to a quick delivery of specialized firefighting foam

extremely grateful to all of you that answered phone calls and

from Solberg (Scandinavian) the blaze was extinguished and

emails well after midnight, reached out to friends of friends,

Mosul was liberated.

and worked tirelessly and creatively to quell the blaze. We

“U.S. allies at the highest level are very grateful for this assistance,” wrote Phillip Dolliff, director of the U.S. State Department’s Office of Cooperative Threat Reduction.
When Dolliff’s letter arrived at Solberg’s (Europe, Middle
East & African Sales) office, we already knew how special

could not have accomplished this task without you, and we
deeply appreciate your partnership and support.”
Solberg, a division of Amerex that specializes in
firefighting foam, joined the McWane family of companies
five years ago.
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Synapse

How They Helped A College
Campus Reduce Its Energy Footprint

E

ffectively illuminating a growing college campus so

Things specialists at Synapse. After choosing LED lights for

that students feel safe at night was the assignment

their brightness and energy efficiency, college administrators

for administrators at the College of the Canyons in

had to find a way to integrate a variety of components to

Santa Clarita, California. Located just north of Los Angeles,

seamlessly operate within one cohesive lighting application.

this alma mater to a both NFL players and Hollywood en-

The control solution had to work for both new indoor lights

tertainers had to comply with the newly updated state law

in the school’s impressive gymnasium as well as the outdoor

known as Title 24, which requires the use of an intelligent

environment and surrounding parking lots. This complex

light control system. California has long paced the nation in

environment brought them to one solution that met all

rules encouraging energy efficiency, and with the state’s Pub-

their

lic Utility Commission calling for a 60-80 percent reduction

Control Solution.

needs:

Synapse’s

SimplySNAP

Smart

Lighting

in energy usage for electrical lighting by 2020, administrators

Thanks to SimplySNAP, the College of the Canyons re-

at the College of the Canyons had their work cut out for them.

duced energy consumption, decreased operational costs and

What was expected to be a long and arduous project turned

complied with state regulations while providing an added se-

into something of a SNAP, however, thanks to the Internet of

curity measure through a simple lighting control application.
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Bill
Hoffman
Missouri Association of
Manufacturers
2016 Manager of the Year

T

yler Coupling’s Bill Hoffman was named 2016 Man-

achieve, is inspiring. I’m proud to be a part of it.”

ager of the Year by the Missouri Association of Manu-

Bill Hoffman, according to MAM, is “dedicated to im-

facturers (MAM) as part of the association’s Made in

proving the Missouri manufacturing industry.” We’ve al-

Missouri Leadership Awards & Appreciation series. Given

ways known that he’s dedicated his career to improving

to recognize innovation in the industry, Bill welcomed the

manufacturing, and is a longtime MVP here at McWane.

award in typically humble style.

MAM was founded more than 25 years ago to represent

“I know it’s an honor to just be nominated, as they say,

manufacturers in Missouri and to recognize the outstand-

but this is really special and not just for me,” said Bill. “It’s

ing companies and individuals vital to the state’s manufac-

proof that the entire Tyler Coupling team is special. What

turing economy.

we as a team have accomplished, and are working to

Take a moment to congratulate Bill next time you see him.
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McWane Team Members
Unite To Improve EHS
W
orking together over the last decade, we have

the company’s executives that continuously optimize our

made impressive improvements to our Environ-

EHS programs.

mental, Health & Safety (EHS) program. But most

Back in 2008, the EHS Steering Committee was formed

impressive of all is that we’re not done yet. Not even close.

with representative membership from facility Operations

Our EHS policy includes the commitment to continuous improvement—and that is exactly what 49 different

and Corporate. This group continues meeting quarterly to
maintain McWane’s EHS excellence.

team members over the last two years have done. By vol-

Multi-disciplinary teams develop recommendations for

unteering and participating on Integrated Project Teams

continuous improvement. A big thank you to the team

(IPTs), they have made recommendations endorsed by

members who have participated.

Auditing IPT

Training Programs IPT

Developed EHS audit protocols with a tiered approach and a
streamlined scoring protocol. Facility feedback indicated a more
favorable and collaborative approach.

Merged HSP-050/EP-011 Training Procedures and revised the EHS
Training Matrix schedule for facility flexibility in determining timing
and methods for conducting EHS training.

• Rex Blevins – Corporate Group Health & Safety Director

• Kent Arnold – McWane Ductile Ohio Former VPP Coordinator

• Ron Cron – Tyler Coupling Marshfield Maintenance Supervisor

• Ross Boeker – Corporate Health & Safety Director

• Jill Drajer – Manchester Tank Elkhart General Manager

• Francis Dorval – Bibby Ste. Croix Safety Manager

• Joe Guzman – McWane Ductile New Jersey Melting Line Supervisor

• Terri Evans – Corporate Group Environmental Director

• Holly Hurst – McWane Ductile Utah Environmental Manager

• Steve Guymon – McWane Ductile New Jersey IT Programmer

• Bill Marshall – Corporate Vice President & Counsel

• Teri Lavette – Corporate Vice President & Counsel

• Sherry Sievers – Clow Valve Former Safety Manager

• Chris Prendergast – Clow Valve Continuous Improvement Coordinator

• Jeff Weatherly – Corporate Group Environmental Director

• Dave Robinson – ABI Foundry Environmental/Maintenance Manager
• Bo Richardson – Amerex Line Supervisor
• Dale Schmelzle – McWane Ductile New Jersey Former General Manager
• Jessica Stones – Corporate Group HR Director
• Allen Walker – Manchester Tank Crossville Former Safety Manager
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EHS Management System IPT

EHS Management System Electronic Inspections

Developed ways to streamline and reduce EHS system
burdens associated with electronic software systems and
computer inefficiencies.

Coordinated with EHS Insight software to develop electronic
EHS inspection capabilities for facilities using tablets and
mobile phones.

• Dave Georgeson – McWane Ductile Utah Environmental Director

• Rob Brooks – Amerex Safety Manager

• Sandy Mahoney - Corporate EHS IT System Manager

• Sam Fay – Corporate Group Health & Safety Director

• Joe Maziarz – Corporate Group HR Director

• Chuck Friend – Amerex Environmental Manager

• Cherie Smith – Plumbing Group Administrative Assistant

• Dave Georgeson – McWane Ductile Utah Environmental Director

• Rod Reisner – Corporate Assistant Vice President &

• Matt Hicks – Kennedy Valve Safety Manager

Director of Information Technology

• Sandy Mahoney – Corporate EHS IT System Manager

• Matt Pasulka – Corporate Legal

• Jerome McQueen – Tyler Union Environmental Manager

• Ward Pate – Corporate Environmental Director

• Ward Pate – Corporate Environmental Director

• Chriss Suddeth – Tyler Union Safety Manager

• Chriss Suddeth – Tyler Union Safety Manager

• Heather White – Corporate Sharepoint Administrator

• Curtis Wells – Kennedy Valve Environmental Engineer

• Lucious Wilson – Tyler Pipe Texas Preventative
Maintenance Scheduler

EHS Management System Data IPT
Surveyed Operations Management to assess EHS data received
and develop a best practice protocol for monthly EHS sharing
and discussion meetings between facilities.

• Ross Boeker – Corporate Group Health & Safety Manager
• Bonita Flippo – Corporate Director of Workers’ Compensation
• Bill Hoffman – Tyler Coupling Marshfield Plant Manager
• Bill Marshall – Assistant Vice President & Counsel
• Tony Orlowski – M&H Valve General Manager
• Rod Reisner – Corporate Assistant Vice President &
Director of Information Technology
• Kirk Petty – Corporate Vice President & Controller
• Jessica Stones – Corporate Group HR Director
• Jeff Weatherly – Corporate Group Environmental Manager
• Mark Willet – Clow Valve General Manager
• Barb Wisniewski – Corporate Vice President Health & Safety

Global Expansion & Acquisitions Standards IPT
Developed protocol establishing McWane Corporate EHS standards as the
foundation for international facility standard—with program implementation
based on facility risks and established timelines.

• Mike Keel – Senior VP McWane Inc. and President McWane Global
• Teri Lavette – Corporate Legal Vice President & Counsel
• Kevin McCarthy – Corporate Vice President HR
• Mike Parker – Corporate Group Health & Safety Director
• Jeet Radia – Corporate Sr. Vice President EHS/HR
• Gopi Ramanathan – McWane Global Sr. Vice President
• Rick Tatman – Tyler Pipe & Union Foundry Vice President
• Jeff Weatherly – Corporate Environmental Group Director
• Ken Woods – Manchester Tank Echuca General Manager
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Clow Valve Upgraded Mold Line

Goes Online A Week Ahead Of Schedule

F

or decades, Clow Valve’s brass foundry has relied on

handling precautions. The new DISA mold line utilizes

a mold handler that was built when Richard Nixon

matchplate tooling already employed at Clow, providing

was president and a little band called ABBA had just

capabilities for larger matchplate patterns down the road

formed. This year, Clow Valve completed a new mold line
expansion that will enable the foundry to produce more
castings per hour, and to tighter tolerances.
“Clow Valve was already special, but our teams kicked
it up a notch and we utilized a lot of our in-house talent to
complete this installation,” said John Grahek, Clow’s Assistant Metal Casting Facility Manager. “We poured the first
casting on October 18th, a full week ahead of schedule.”
The new Summit mold handler speeds molds through
the casting process while taking special cooling and

for improved efficiency.
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Ductile
Iron Pipe

McWane Ductile New Jersey
Across The Nation

M

cWane Ductile New Jersey churns out tons

200 team members at McWane Ductile New Jersey. As a

of ductile iron pipe every year to replace and

member of the House Energy and Commerce Committee,

expand underground water lines across the state

Representative Lance knows that without a robust infra-

and throughout the Northeastern United States. Unbeknownst to many, this plant is a linchpin in our national
water infrastructure.
Lance,

who

“Not a lot of people see what goes on inside a foundry
like ours,” said Craig Spitzer, sales manager. “Not everyone

Unbeknownst to many, but not to Congressman
Leonard

structure, our economy would suffer gravely.

represents

New

Jersey’s

would even be interested, sadly. But this is where you can

7th

see the real power of American industry and its value to our

congressional district. Lance toured the facility in October

nation. Our nation, our economy, and each of our lives, they

to see firsthand the critical work done by the more than

all depend on a working water infrastructure.”
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When First Responders Need
RF Coverage They Bring Futurecom

F

irst responders and public safety and security officials

The PDR8000 will be available in early 2017 and it ex-

attending the Association of Public Safety Communi-

pands upon Futurecom’s DVRS and VRX1000 product lines

cations Officials’ (APCO) International Conference this

so that when public safety professionals need RF coverage,

past August were abuzz about the technology on display:
Futurecom’s PDR8000 - Portable Digital Repeater grabbed
their attention.

they bring Futurecom.
August was also another exciting month for Futurecom team members as Ruffner Page, Key Foster and

Soon, agencies will be able to get their own PDR8000

Dennis Burke from the McWane Technology Group at-

(PDR stands for Portable Digital Repeater), which promises

tend a Town Hall to provide an update on Futurecom and

to expand their vital communications coverage beyond a

McWane. Team members had a chance to talk one on one

defined network area. This kind of communication exten-

with them. A fabulous BBQ and arrival of an ice cream

sion is priceless for security agencies and first responders

truck capped off a great day!

who are required to roam beyond their fixed radio coverage areas in order to perform their duties. Futurecom has
built its reputation by making communications easy even
under the most challenging circumstances.

HOW IT’S USED
Like

Futurecom’s

transportable

DVRS

products,

when the PDR8000 transportable case is set up at
a special event or incident, it will swiftly provide
local, on-scene portable radio coverage for users.
The PDR8000 also has the capability to establish
a v.24 wireline connection that gives users the
ability to talk to their dispatch center anywhere in
the world. Potential updates to the PDR8000 will
include LTE, Wi-Fi, satellite capabilities, and
added RF power output.
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Zinwave
Technology
The Silicon Slopes’ Newest Hub of Innovation:
Keeping Everyone Connected, No Matter The Obstacles

H

ere in the middle of the Silicon Slopes, a stretch of

struction, making it easy to pull cabling and connect remote

Utah’s Rocky Mountains running from Provo south

units to the primary hubs in the building’s telecommunica-

to Ogden, start-up culture nearly rivals that of the

tions room. A single system supporting public safety and

San Francisco Bay area. And the newest hub of this boom-

commercial cellular was installed, despite the varied needs

ing tech economy is the Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute’s

of the various mobile providers serving the region, and all

Lassonde Studios building, a copper-clad architectural

services integrate seamlessly inside the Institute.

wonder that opened on the University of Utah campus in

The Zinwave system is unique among in-building wireless

Salt Lake City this year. Scattered across this impressive

solutions in that it can natively support any frequency from

160,000 square foot structure are 400 student residences

150 to 2700 MHz without hardware upgrades, serving the cur-

and 20,000 square feet of “maker space” where innovative

rent 700, 800, 1900, and 2100 MHz frequencies now in use as

thinkers and tinkerers can bring their ideas to life. Helping

well as new frequencies that will be put into service in coming

everyone inside connect, and make the vital connections

years. Zinwave is not only serving the needs of the Institute

central to a booming tech economy, is Zinwave’s state-of-

today, but future-proofing it for the needs of tomorrow.

the-art technology.

Nobody can predict what innovations the student en-

Ensuring total communications connectivity across the

trepreneurs at Lassonde Studios will come up with in the

Lassonde Studios without disrupting the residents or the

coming years, but it is certain that thanks to Zinwave, these

architectural flow, Zinwave deployed an all-fiber wireless

entrepreneurs will have the mobile connectivity they need

connectivity solution while the building was still under con-

to help them realize their dreams.
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McWane Ergo Cup
Seven Years Strong

T

he McWane Ergo Cup takes place once a year, but
generates buzz in many of our facilities for months
at a time. After all, our company-wide competition

has been a springboard for McWane teams winning championships at the national Ergo Cup competition. Our Ergo
Cup tradition is not even a decade old, but is already epic.

ERGO CUP
2016

This year’s competition, the 7th Annual held October 5, was
no different.
Innovative ideas, astounding team efforts, incredible
safety results—what our teams achieve at the McWane Ergo
Cup help inform improvements in workplaces and safety
procedures across our family of companies to benefit each
and every team member. Everyone wins thanks to the Ergo
Cup. But, as with any real competition, the official winners
deserve an ovation…

The winners of the 7th Annual
McWane Ergo Cup Competition are:
McWane Outstanding Project – 1st Place
Tyler Pipe & Coupling, Marshfield, Missouri
(Gasket Conveyor Project)
1st Place Runner Up
Clow Valve Company, Oskaloosa, Iowa
(Punch Press Stem Conversion)
Best Risk Reduction
Amerex, Trussville, Alabama

Tyler Coupling now moves on to represent
McWane at the National Ergo Cup competition
which will be held in Orlando, Florida,
on March 27-30, 2017

(Valve Install)
Most Innovative Project
Tyler Union Foundry, Anniston, Alabama
(Tuf Grip Pattern Core Modifications)

The tradition continues…
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1st Place Tyler Pipe & Coupling

1st Place Runner Up Clow Valve Company

Best Risk Reduction Amerex

Most Innovative Project Tyler Union Foundry

ERGO CUP 2016 JUDGES
From left to right: Dan Copeland (Vice President of Engineering McWane Global), Pat Tyson (OSHA attorney and partner in the
Atlanta based law firm of Constangy, Brooks, Smith & Prophete, LLP), Claudiu Lungu, PhD (Associate Professor at the UAB School
of Public Health and Director of the Deep South Center for Occupational Health & Safety) and Andrew Perkins, M.S., CIH, CSP
(Senior Industrial Hygienist, Alabama Power Company Corporate Safety & Health Department).
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Nighthawk

Upgrading Strong Hydrants Into Smart Hydrants

N

ighthawk is known for designing and manufactur-

style synergy can produce.

ing Mesh-Cellular Smart Grid AMI solutions for the

Meet the intelligent hydrant—capable of delivering

utility industry. The Nighthawk approach allows for

smooth flows of high-pressure water to fire fighters at the

incremental roll outs so cities can develop system wide solu-

turn of a valve, while offering remote pressure and temper-

tions as time, money and needs allow. This incremental ap-

ature monitoring, so that water managers can stay ahead

proach attacks the areas of greatest need first and deploys

of potential pipe cracks, bacterial growth, and other is-

the latest technology at each step of the plan providing un-

sues that can quickly spiral into huge problems if not dealt

matched stewardship of public funds.

with promptly.

Its “Plug and Play” products work seamlessly, giving

The hydrants feature cellular data uplinks, sensors in aux-

customers the ability to track and manage vast operations

iliary taps and hydrant shoes, and a cloud-based head-end

from the comfort of the virtual cloud. It just so happens

system for tracking data in real time.

that one of those customers is another McWane company,

These hydrants bring together the best of McWane’s

Clow Valve, which manufactures some of the best fire

legacy engineering expertise with its cutting edge techno-

hydrants in the world.

logical innovation to deliver value to water managers, first

In combination, they are proof positive of what McWane-

responders, and entire communities.
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McWane
Poles

A (Keys) Decision

T

his year, Key West’s electric utility signed a multi-year

can be easily protected against corrosion with the

contract with McWane Poles for 485 ductile iron util-

application of a zinc coat, and are readily adaptable to

ity poles. While the Florida Keys are a famously easy-

varying needs and requirements. We may not be used to

going place known for sunshine and snorkeling, the island

tropical storms up here, but we know how to build them

chain at the southern tip of Florida is also something of a

to last.”

tropical punching bag for passing storms and hurricanes.

Last year, McWane Poles was upgraded in a big way,

Key West’s utility poles have to stand up to wind and rain

with a one-of-a-kind automated production line. The

forces that aren’t typical elsewhere.

production line now boasts the ability to produce utility

“These poles will stand up in the most punishing en-

poles that range from 30 to 70 feet in length. At some

vironments,” said Keith Mallett, McWane Poles Di-

1000 feet long, the line applies 42 tons of force to join mul-

rector of Operations. “It’s why Key West shopped all

tiple ductile iron sections into one, sturdy pole. Since the

the way in Coshocton, Ohio, for its new utility poles.

new line was installed, productivity is up 15 percent year

Ductile iron utility poles are stronger than typical poles,

over year, with sales volume up eight percent.
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Team McWane

Community Outreach 2016
Once again Team McWane goes above and beyond to help communities in a big way,
while at the same time having big fun. It’s this compassion and enthusiasm
that defines the spirit of Team McWane.
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Amerex Cahaba River Clean-Up

Futurecom Giving Back Day

Kennedy Valve Epilepsy Run

Amerex River Fry

McWane India Eye Screening

Tyler Pipe Sickle Cell Run
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A WING AND A
PRAYER ANSWERED
Amanda Specker (left) is a Compliance Manager for The Solberg Company in Green Bay, Wisconsin

I

t might sound crazy, but believe it or not, some birds

Guy in the Sky lined this all up. Our surgeries were on Oc-

brought me and my friend Nicole Leonard together. I

tober 26. I did great. Nicole struggled a little immediately

met Nicole through a Facebook group called Feathered

after surgery and we were afraid she was going to reject

Friends. She and I talked a fair amount and became great

her new kidney. But at her two week post-op appoint-

friends because we both have Amazon rescue parrots; two

ment, the doctor told her that she’s no longer sick (her dis-

old birds named Frankie and Bird. Both of our seniors are

eased kidneys are still inside her) because her new kidney

thought to be 45 years old or more. She helped me during

had stepped up. She was even taken off blood pressure

a challenging time in 2015 when one of my birds, Ashiko

medicine. Fast forward a month and everything is going

needed a temporary home. Come to find out a year later

perfectly. Her function is better than it’s been in the last

she needed a kidney. Nicole has been suffering since she

2-3 years. Each weekly checkup has resulted in less anti-

was 14 (she just turned 27) with polycystic kidney disease

rejection meds as my kidney loves its new home with her.

and as of May, her kidney function dropped low enough

I am so thankful to my boss and all of the crew at Sol-

to make her eligible for a transplant. Fast forward a few

berg, Amerex and McWane for their support during this

months and guess who her perfect match was? Me! I had

process. Nothing says Merry Christmas and Happy New

an insane desire to give my kidney to her. Felt like the Big

Year like being able to help a friend to live a healthy life.
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Lights.
Camera.
Amerex!

Amerex’s Program To Hire Workers
With Disabilities Featured by State of Alabama

A

merex’s partnership with the Alabama Department of

sity of Arkansas’ CURRENTS television program.

Rehabilitation Services to hire and retain workers with

“This is just a ‘win-win’ for everyone,” said Reba

disabilities has long been a point of pride at Mc-

Glidewell, Amerex’s personnel training manager, who was

Wane. This year, it was the subject of an uplifting story

interviewed on-camera for the program. “We get some

produced by the University of Arkansas, which sent a

amazing people to be part of our team. People who need

video crew to Amerex to tell the world this amazing story.

jobs get jobs. And, maybe best of all, others get to see how

Dating back more than a quarter of a century, Amerex

easy this is and maybe participate in the program too.”

has hired, trained, and retained many team members with

Amerex joins a handful of other Alabama-based em-

hearing disabilities. There are currently about a dozen

ployers in the video, including Alabama Power, Regions

employed at the facility. The story will air on the Univer-

Bank, and the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
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A Salute To Our Very Own

Kent Arnold
When Kent retired this year,
an Arnold had worked at the
McWane Ductile Ohio
facility for 104 of
the 106 years it
has been in
operation.
Impressive!

R

ight about now, Kent Arnold is probably thinking

to position McWane ahead of its industrial peers.

about the rig he’ll use to catch his next fish. And that

In his 47 years of service at the plant, Kent has al-

will lead him to think about the best way to knot the

ways put employee health and safety first. Thanks to his

lure onto the line so that its barbed hooks don’t catch any-

efforts, McWane Ductile Ohio earned the coveted Volun-

thing but fish. He’ll carefully consider his cast, sure to avoid

tary Protection Program (VPP) Star Site status from the U.S.

swinging near anyone else, before throwing his line toward

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)—

the most promising patch of water. Kent knows how to have

a distinction

fun, but he also knows how to do things right. We all know

facilities achieve.

Kent as considerate, thoughtful, and focused on safety
throughout a career that spans five decades at McWane.

less than 1% off American manufacturing

Under Kent’s leadership, the Coshocton facility recorded its lowest injury rates ever. But just as importantly, he

So when Kent announced he was retiring this year, we

instilled a culture of trust, particularly between the union

knew that a special team member deserved a special sa-

and the company. A cooperative spirit committed to

lute. Yes, he wrapped up his last year at McWane with the

inspiring purpose can be found in everything Kent does.

Employee of the Year award at McWane Ductile Ohio in Co-

It helps explain why Kent was an SGE (Special Govern-

shocton. He received the Kent Arnold Significant H&S Con-

ment Employee) with OSHA, traveling to other facilities

tributor Award which is an on-going annual trophy in his

to help implement the VPP program at more sites, and

name. As a 3rd Generation employee of McWane Ductile

championing the cause of safety everywhere he goes.

Ohio (formerly known as Clow Water), Kent helped power

Among the other companies Kent mentored were Republic

our entire company into the 21st century, and worked hard

Steel and Kraft Foods.

THE McWANE WAY IS
THE SUSTAINABLE WAY
FOR GENERATIONS

At McWane, we believe in doing things the sustainable way.
While protecting the health and safety of our employees, we are
committed to the environment, striving to take every possible measure
to preserve our planet through caring corporate responsibility.
The McWane way is the sustainable way.

WATER.
It’s a vital part of everything we do.
Whether you’re fighting fires, watering crops,
or just taking a morning shower... chances are,
that water is being brought to you by the
McWane family of companies.

mcwane.com
BRINGING THE WATER YOU NEED TO THE PLACES YOU NEED IT.

DUCTILE IRON PIPE DIVISION
McWane Ductile New Jersey
Canada Pipe Company, LTD
McWane Ductile Ohio
McWane Ductile Utah
McWane Coal Company
McWane Poles

WATERWORKS VALVES
& FIRE HYDRANTS
Clow Canada
Clow Corona
Clow Valve Company
Kennedy Valve
M&H Valve

INTERNATIONAL SALES & TRADING

WATERWORKS FITTINGS

McWane Global
McWane International
McWane Gulf
McWane India Private Ltd.

Tyler/Union Foundry Company
Tyler Xianxian

SOIL PIPE, SOIL FITTINGS & COUPLINGS
AB&I Foundry
Anaco
Bibby-Ste-Croix
Fonderie Laperle
Tyler Pipe Company
Tyler Coupling
Wade

PROPANE & COMPRESSED
AIR TANKS
Manchester Tank & Equipment Company
MTE Cemcogas, SA

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
& FIRE SUPPRESSION
Amerex
Janus
Solberg Scandinavian AS

TECHNOLOGY
ComTech Korea
Futurecom Systems Group
Synapse Wireless
Nighthawk
Zinwave
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